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Ruth Klein’s story is about merchants and landowners—aristocratic Polish Jews. It’s about their lives in refugee and concentration
camps. About parents who survived the Holocaust but could not overcome the tragedy they had experienced, and about their
children, who became indirect victims of the atrocities endured by Holocaust victims. After their liberation, Ruth’s parents were
brought to the Displaced Person Camps in Germany, where they awaited departure to the United States. They were traumatized,
starving, and impoverished—but they were among the survivors. Once in America, however, their struggles didn’t end. Nearly
penniless, Ruth’s family—and the close-knit group of Polish refugees they belonged to—were placed for settlement in Los Angeles,
where they lived in poverty only a few miles away from the wealth and glamor of Hollywood and Beverly Hills in the early 1950s.
Ruth tells how, time after time, her parents had their dreams broken, only to rebuild them again. She also shares what it was like to
grow up with parents who were permanently damaged by the effects of the war. Theirs was a dysfunctional household; her parents
found great joy and delight moving through life’s experiences in their new country, yet tumult and discord colored their world as
well. As a young girl, Ruth developed a passionate relationship with the piano, which allowed her to express a wide range of
feelings through her music—and survive the chaos at home. Full of both humor and unfathomable tragedy, Surviving the Survivors
is Ruth’s story of growing up in an environment unique in time and place, and of how, ultimately, her upbringing gave her a keen
appreciation for the value of life and made her, like her parents, a survivor.
Two Pieces of Cloth tells remarkable true story of David Goldberg's life, and bears witness to the horrors of the Holocaust, while
serving as a testament to the power and resilience of the human spirit.
"The incredible true story of Michael Bornstein--who at age 4 was one of the youngest children to be liberated from Auschwitz--and
of his family"-Chil Rajchman, a Polish Jew, was arrested with his younger sister in 1942 and sent to Treblinka, a death camp where more than
750,000 were murdered before it was abandoned by German soldiers. His sister was sent to the gas chambers, but Rajchman
escaped execution, working for ten months under incessant threats and beatings as a barber, a clothes-sorter, a corpse-carrier, a
puller of teeth from those same bodies. In August 1943, there was an uprising at the camp, and Rajchman was among the handful
of men who managed to escape. In 1945, he set down this account, a plain, unembellished and exact record of the raw horror he
endured every day. This unique testimony, which has remained in the sole possession of his family ever since, has never before
been published in English. For its description of unspeakably cruelty, Treblinka is a memoir that will not be superseded. In addition
to Rajchman's account, this volume will include the complete text of Vasily Grossman's "The Hell of Treblinka," one of the first
descriptions of a Nazi extermination camp; a powerful and harrowing piece of journalism written only weeks after the camp was
dissolved.
All But My Life is the unforgettable story of Gerda Weissmann Klein's six-year ordeal as a victim of Nazi cruelty. From her
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comfortable home in Bielitz (present-day Bielsko) in Poland to her miraculous survival and her liberation by American
troops--including the man who was to become her husband--in Volary, Czechoslovakia, in 1945, Gerda takes the reader on a
terrifying journey. Gerda's serene and idyllic childhood is shattered when Nazis march into Poland on September 3, 1939.
Although the Weissmanns were permitted to live for a while in the basement of their home, they were eventually separated and
sent to German labor camps. Over the next few years Gerda experienced the slow, inexorable stripping away of "all but her life."
By the end of the war she had lost her parents, brother, home, possessions, and community; even the dear friends she made in
the labor camps, with whom she had shared so many hardships, were dead. Despite her horrifying experiences, Klein conveys
great strength of spirit and faith in humanity. In the darkness of the camps, Gerda and her young friends manage to create a
community of friendship and love. Although stripped of the essence of life, they were able to survive the barbarity of their captors.
Gerda's beautifully written story gives an invaluable message to everyone. It introduces them to last century's terrible history of
devastation and prejudice, yet offers them hope that the effects of hatred can be overcome.
"Perhaps there is no simple, easy way to educate children about the Holocaust. Yet [this] new extraordinary work in the form of a
nonfiction graphic novel for children is a valiant attempt to do just that. These testimonials... serve as a reminder never to allow
such a tragedy to happen again."—BookTrib Between 1933 and 1945, Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party were responsible for the
persecution of millions of Jews across Europe. This extraordinary graphic novel tells the true stories of six Jewish children who
survived the Holocaust. From suffering the horrors of Auschwitz, to hiding from Nazi soldiers in war-torn Paris, to sheltering from
the Blitz in England, each true story is a powerful testament to the survivors' courage. These remarkable testimonials serve as a
reminder never to allow such a tragedy to happen again. Features a current photograph of each contributor and an update about
their lives, along with a glossary and timeline to support reader understanding of this period in world history.
"The exhibition Auschwitz: Not Long Ago. Not Far Away. uses 600 original objects, 400 images, and 10 stories to provide a
comprehensive history of Auschwitz concentration camp and the role it played in the Holocaust. The catalog of Auschwitz: Not
Long Ago. Not Far Away. is not only a valuable document of this unprecedented exhibition, but one of the best books for the
general readers on the history of Auschwitz, where 1.1 million people - mostly Jews, but also non-Jewish Poles, Roma, and others
- lost their lives"-True story from the major motion picture "In Darkness," official 2012 Academy Award nominee for Best Foreign Language Film. In
1943, with Lvov's 150,000 Jews having been exiled, killed, or forced into ghettos and facing extermination, a group of Polish Jews
daringly sought refuge in the city's sewer system. The last surviving member this group, Krystyna Chiger, shares one of the most
intimate, harrowing and ultimately triumphant tales of survival to emerge from the Holocaust. The Girl in the Green Sweater is
Chiger's harrowing first-person account of the fourteen months she spent with her family in the fetid, underground sewers of Lvov.
The Girl in the Green Sweater is also the story of Leopold Socha, the group's unlikely savior. A Polish Catholic and former thief,
Socha risked his life to help Chiger's underground family survive, bringing them food, medicine, and supplies. A moving memoir of
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a desperate escape and life under unimaginable circumstances, The Girl in the Green Sweater is ultimately a tale of intimate
survival, friendship, and redemption.
This book attempts to explain the forces that gave rise to the Holocaust, the motives of those who conceived it, and the culture it destroyed
Eva Mozes Kor was just ten years old when she arrived in Auschwitz. While her parents and two older sisters were taken to the gas
chambers, she and her twin, Miriam, were herded into the care of the man known as the Angel of Death, Dr. Josef Mengele. Subjected to
sadistic medical experiments, she was forced to fight daily for her and her twin's survival. In this incredible true story written for young adults,
readers learn of a child's endurance and survival in the face of truly extraordinary evil and Eva's recovery and her controversial but often
misunderstood decision to publicly forgive the Nazis. Readers will learn of how she triumphed over unfathomable pain and suffering into a lifelong work for peace, human rights, and Holocaust education. The new edition provides interesting details and important context to the events
related in the original story. A new Afterword by publisher Peggy Porter Tierney offers a richer portrayal of Eva as a person, the truth behind
the controversies, and the eventful last ten years of her life.
Rediscover the wealth and beauty of the ancient Psalms. David Roper, a trusted writer from Our Daily Bread, takes you on a ninety-day tour
through the Jewish songbook. On the way, you’ll uncover spiritual insight about God and His love for you and fuel a new passion for hearing
from God through these biblical songs and prayers.
This is a unique, eye-witness account of everyday life right at the heart of the Nazi extermination machine. Slomo Venezia was born into a
poor Jewish-Italian community living in Thessaloniki, Greece. At first, the occupying Italians protected his family; but when the Germans
invaded, the Venezias were deported to Auschwitz. His mother and sisters disappeared on arrival, and he learned, at first with disbelief, that
they had almost certainly been gassed. Given the chance to earn a little extra bread, he agreed to become a ‘Sonderkommando', without
realising what this entailed. He soon found himself a member of the ‘special unit' responsible for removing the corpses from the gas
chambers and burning their bodies. Dispassionately, he details the grim round of daily tasks, evokes the terror inspired by the man in charge
of the crematoria, ‘Angel of Death' Otto Moll, and recounts the attempts made by some of the prisoners to escape, including the revolt of
October 1944. It is usual to imagine that none of those who went into the gas chambers at Auschwitz ever emerged to tell their tale - but, as a
member of a ‘Sonderkommando', Shlomo Venezia was given this horrific privilege. He knew that, having witnessed the unspeakable, he in
turn would probably be eliminated by the SS in case he ever told his tale. He survived: this is his story. Published in association with the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
An international bestseller, this powerful memoir by a ninety-eight-year-old Jewish Resistance fighter and Ravensbrück concentration camp
survivor “shows us how to find hope in hopelessness and light in the darkness” (Edith Eger, author of The Choice and The Gift). Selma van
de Perre was seventeen when World War II began. She lived with her parents, two older brothers, and a younger sister in Amsterdam, and
until then, being Jewish in the Netherlands had not presented much of an issue. But by 1941 it had become a matter of life or death. On
several occasions, Selma barely avoided being rounded up by the Nazis. While her father was summoned to a work camp and eventually
hospitalized in a Dutch transition camp, her mother and sister went into hiding—until they were betrayed in June 1943 and sent to Auschwitz.
In an act of defiance and with nowhere else to turn, Selma took on an assumed identity, dyed her hair blond, and joined the Resistance
movement, using the pseudonym Margareta van der Kuit. For two years “Marga” risked it all. Using a fake ID, and passing as non-Jewish,
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she traveled around the country and even to Nazi headquarters in Paris, sharing information and delivering papers—doing, as she later
explained, what “had to be done.” But in July 1944 her luck ran out. She was transported to Ravensbrück women’s concentration camp as a
political prisoner. Without knowing the fate of her family—her father died in Auschwitz, and her mother and sister were killed in Sobibor—Selma
survived by using her alias, pretending to be someone else. It was only after the war ended that she could reclaim her identity and dared to
say once again: My name is Selma. “We were ordinary people plunged into extraordinary circumstances,” Selma writes. Full of hope and
courage, this is her story in her own words.
An award-winning, internationally bestselling Holocaust memoir in the tradition of Elie Wiesel’s Night and Primo Levi’s Survival in Auschwitz
In the spring of 1944, gendarmes forcibly removed Tibor “Max” Eisen and his family from their home, brought them to a brickyard and
eventually loaded them onto crowded cattle cars bound for Auschwitz-Birkenau. At fifteen years of age, Eisen survived the selection process
and was inducted into the camp as a slave laborer. More than seventy years after the Nazi camps were liberated by the Allies, By Chance
Alone details Eisen’s story of survival: the backbreaking slave labor in Auschwitz I, the infamous death march in January 1945, the painful
aftermath of liberation and Eisen’s journey of physical and psychological healing. Ultimately, the book offers a message of hope as the
author finds his way to a new life.
Gisella Perl’s memoir is an extraordinarily candid account of women’s extreme efforts to survive Auschwitz. It was the first memoir by a
woman survivor and established the model for understanding the gendered Nazi policies and practices targeting Jewish women as racially
poisonous.
Alicia Jurman is five-years-old when her story begins. It is 1935 and she is living in the East Polish town of Buczacz. Although brought up in
an atmosphere of anti-Semitism, nothing could prepare this young girl for the Russian invasion of Poland and the full horror of the Nazi
Occupation. When Alicia was thirteen, she fled the Nazis through the forests and fields of Poland. Despite her youth, she rescued other Jews
from the grip of the Gestapo. At the end of the war, Alicia, whose parents and four brothers had all perished in the Holocaust, risked her life
again - this time leading other survivors from Poland to Palestine through an underground route. Her capacity for heroism in the face of
brutality and evil shines through, and her story cannot easily be forgotten. Told simply and modestly, this is a remarkable tribute to courage
and determination, and how one young woman survived the horrors of war-torn Europe.

The twentieth-anniversary edition of Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s acclaimed Holocaust memoir features new material by
the author, a reading group guide, a map, and additional photographs. “The writing is direct, devastating, with no rhetoric
or exploitation. The truth is in what’s said and in what is left out.”—ALA Booklist (starred review) Marion Blumenthal
Lazan’s unforgettable and acclaimed memoir recalls the devastating years that shaped her childhood. Following Hitler’s
rise to power, the Blumenthal family—father, mother, Marion, and her brother, Albert—were trapped in Nazi Germany. They
managed eventually to get to Holland, but soon thereafter it was occupied by the Nazis. For the next six and a half years
the Blumenthals were forced to live in refugee, transit, and prison camps, including Westerbork in Holland and BergenBelsen in Germany, before finally making it to the United States. Their story is one of horror and hardship, but it is also a
story of courage, hope, and the will to survive. Four Perfect Pebbles features forty archival photographs, including
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several new to this edition, an epilogue, a bibliography, a map, a reading group guide, an index, and a new afterword by
the author. First published in 1996, the book was an ALA Notable Book, an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers, and
IRA Young Adults’ Choice, and a Notable Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies, and the recipient of many other
honors. “A harrowing and often moving account.”—School Library Journal
Young Anita Dittman's world crumbles as Hitler begins his rise to power in Germany, but because she's a Christian and
only half-Jewish, Anita feels sure she and her family are safe from "the Final Solution". She couldn't have been more
wrong. Shadow of His Hand is an inspirational young adult historical fiction book based on the real-life story of Anita
Dittman, a Holocaust survivor. It follows her struggle against Nazi persecution and her growth in her relationship with God
through the worst of times.
'Among the most moving documents I have read in years ... You will not forget it' Elie Wiesel From her small, sunny
hometown between the beautiful Carpathian Mountains and the blue Danube River, Elli Friedmann was taken - at a time
when most girls are growing up, having boyfriends and embarking upon the adventure of life - and thrown into the
murderous hell of Hitler's Final Solution. When Elli emerged from Auschwitz and Dachau just over a year later, she was
fourteen. She looked like a sixty year old. This account of horrifyingly brutal inhumanity - and dogged survival - is Elli's
true story.
A monument to the indestructible nature of the human spirit.In these compelling, award-winning, Holocaust memoirs,
Nanette Blitz Konig relates her amazing story of survival during the Second World War when she, together with her family
and millions of other Jews were imprisoned by the Nazi's with a minimum chance of survival.Nanette (b. 1929), was a
class mate of Anne Frank in the Jewish Lyceum of Amsterdam. They met again in the Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp shortly before Anne died. During these emotional encounters, Anne Frank revealed how the Frank family hid in the
annex, their subsequent deportation, her experience in Auschwitz and her plans for her diary after the war.This honest
WW2 story describes the hourly battle for survival under the brutal conditions in the camp imposed by the Nazi regime. It
continues with her struggle to recover from the effects of starvation and tuberculosis after the war, and how she was
gradually able to restart her life, marry and build a family.Nanette Blitz Konig, mother of three, grandmother of six and
great grand mother of four, lives in São Paulo, Brazil. Her Holocaust memoirs were written to speak in the name of those
millions who were silenced forever.In these compelling, award-winning, Holocaust memoirs, Nanette Blitz Konig (b.
Amsterdam 1929) relates her amazing story of survival during the Second World War when she was imprisoned by the
Nazi's in Bergen-Belsen with a minimum chance of survival. It was here that she last saw her classmate Anne Frank.
Includes 204 photos, plans and maps illustrating The Holocaust Despite the Nazi oppression of all Jews in the lands
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under their control, Judith Sternberg Newman and her family were hugely fortunate to have managed get permission to
settle in Paraguay in 1940. However their escape was blocked by the German authorities who refused to provide an exit
visa, from that moment on, as the author notes, “fate turned against us”. As the author relates in these horrific memoirs
are the torments, brutality and death at Auschwitz; the treatment that left here by the end of the war as the only surviving
member of her family. She emigrated to America in 1947 where she was able to practise at her chosen profession in
nursing and raise a family.
A masterly and moving account of the most horrific hidden atrocity of World War II: Ravensbrück, the only Nazi
concentration camp built for women On a sunny morning in May 1939 a phalanx of 867 women—housewives, doctors,
opera singers, politicians, prostitutes—was marched through the woods fifty miles north of Berlin, driven on past a shining
lake, then herded in through giant gates. Whipping and kicking them were scores of German women guards. Their
destination was Ravensbrück, a concentration camp designed specifically for women by Heinrich Himmler, prime
architect of the Holocaust. By the end of the war 130,000 women from more than twenty different European countries
had been imprisoned there; among the prominent names were Geneviève de Gaulle, General de Gaulle’s niece, and
Gemma La Guardia Gluck, sister of the wartime mayor of New York. Only a small number of these women were Jewish;
Ravensbrück was largely a place for the Nazis to eliminate other inferior beings—social outcasts, Gypsies, political
enemies, foreign resisters, the sick, the disabled, and the “mad.” Over six years the prisoners endured beatings, torture,
slave labor, starvation, and random execution. In the final months of the war, Ravensbrück became an extermination
camp. Estimates of the final death toll by April 1945 have ranged from 30,000 to 90,000. For decades the story of
Ravensbrück was hidden behind the Iron Curtain, and today it is still little known. Using testimony unearthed since the
end of the Cold War and interviews with survivors who have never talked before, Sarah Helm has ventured into the heart
of the camp, demonstrating for the reader in riveting detail how easily and quickly the unthinkable horror evolved. Far
more than a catalog of atrocities, however, Ravensbrück is also a compelling account of what one survivor called “the
heroism, superhuman tenacity, and exceptional willpower to survive.” For every prisoner whose strength failed, another
found the will to resist through acts of self-sacrifice and friendship, as well as sabotage, protest, and escape. While the
core of this book is told from inside the camp, the story also sheds new light on the evolution of the wider genocide, the
impotence of the world to respond, and Himmler’s final attempt to seek a separate peace with the Allies using the
women of Ravensbrück as a bargaining chip. Chilling, inspiring, and deeply unsettling, Ravensbrück is a groundbreaking
work of historical investigation. With rare clarity, it reminds us of the capacity of humankind both for bestial cruelty and for
courage against all odds.
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An expanded edition of the powerful memoir about two sisters' determination to survive during the Holocaust featuring
new and never before revealed information about the first transport of women to Auschwitz In March 1942, Rena
Kornreich and 997 other young women were rounded up and forced onto the first Jewish transport of women to
Auschwitz. Soon after, Rena was reunited with her sister Danka at the camp, beginning a story of love and courage that
would last three years and forty-one days. From smuggling bread for their friends to narrowly escaping the ever-present
threats that loomed at every turn, the compelling events in Rena’s Promise remind us that humanity and hope can
survive inordinate brutality.
Genocide occurs in every time period and on every continent. Using the 1948 U.N. definition of genocide as its departure
point, this book examines the main episodes in the history of genocide from the beginning of human history to the
present. Norman M. Naimark lucidly shows that genocide both changes over time, depending on the character of major
historical periods, and remains the same in many of its murderous dynamics. He examines cases of genocide as distinct
episodes of mass violence, but also in historical connection with earlier episodes. Unlike much of the literature in
genocide studies, Naimark argues that genocide can also involve the elimination of targeted social and political groups,
providing an insightful analysis of communist and anti-communist genocide. He pays special attention to settler
(sometimes colonial) genocide as a subject of major concern, illuminating how deeply the elimination of indigenous
peoples, especially in Africa, South America, and North America, influenced recent historical developments. At the same
time, the "classic" cases of genocide in the twentieth Century - the Armenian Genocide, the Holocaust, Rwanda, and
Bosnia -- are discussed, together with recent episodes in Darfur and Congo.
Seventy years ago Joe Rubinstein walked out of a Nazi concentration camp.Until now, his story has been hidden from the world.Shortly
before dawn on a frigid morning in Radom, Poland, German soldiers forced twenty-one year-old Icek "Joe" Rubinsztejn onto a crowded, openair truck. The next day, several around him were dead. From there, things got worse for young Joe--much worse. Joe arrived at Auschwitz on
April 30, 1942. Only now, in his nineties, has he revealed how he survived several of the most notorious concentration camps when so many
others perished. His is a remarkable narrative--a unique story of endurance and courage. Barefooted when he was seized by the Nazis, Joe
became one of New York'sleading shoe designers--working with companies whose shoes were sought after byFirst Ladies and movie stars
alike.Joe's story bears witness to the ultimate triumph of the human spirit. While the Nazis took everything else, they were unable to take his
unassailable joy. Joe's story is one of discovering light in the darkest of places, an inspiration for us all.
The Nazis murdered their husbands but concentration camp prisoners Priska, Rachel, and Anka would not let evil take their unborn children
too—a remarkable true story that will appeal to readers of The Lost and The Nazi Officer’s Wife, Born Survivors celebrates three mothers who
defied death to give their children life. Eastern Europe, 1944: Three women believe they are pregnant, but are torn from their husbands
before they can be certain. Rachel is sent to Auschwitz, unaware that her husband has been shot. Priska and her husband travel there
together, but are immediately separated. Also at Auschwitz, Anka hopes in vain to be reunited with her husband. With the rest of their families
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gassed, these young wives are determined to hold on to all they have left—their lives, and those of their unborn babies. Having concealed
their condition from infamous Nazi doctor Josef Mengele, they are forced to work and almost starved to death, living in daily fear of their
pregnancies being detected by the SS. In April 1945, as the Allies close in, Priska gives birth. She and her baby, along with Anka, Rachel,
and the remaining inmates, are sent to Mauthausen concentration camp on a hellish seventeen-day train journey. Rachel gives birth on the
train, and Anka at the camp gates. All believe they will die, but then a miracle occurs. The gas chamber runs out of Zyklon-B, and as the
Allied troops near, the SS flee. Against all odds, the three mothers and their newborns survive their treacherous journey to freedom. On the
seventieth anniversary of Mauthausen’s liberation from the Nazis by American soldiers, renowned biographer Wendy Holden recounts this
extraordinary story of three children united by their mothers’ unbelievable—yet ultimately successful—fight for survival.
Now in his eighties, Sam Pivnik tells for the first time the extraordinary story of how he survived the Holocaust Sam Pivnik is the ultimate
survivor from a world that no longer exists. On fourteen occasions he should have been killed, but luck, his physical strength, and his
determination not to die all played a part in Sam Pivnik living to tell his extraordinary story. In 1939, on his thirteenth birthday, Pivnik's life
changed forever when the Nazis invaded Poland. He survived the two ghettoes set up in his home town of Bedzin and six months on
Auschwitz's notorious Rampe Kommando where prisoners were either taken away for entry to the camp or gassing. After this harrowing
experience he was sent to work at the brutal Fürstengrube mining camp. He could have died on the ‘Death March' that took him west as the
Third Reich collapsed and he was one of only a handful of people who swam to safety when the Royal Air Force sank the prison ship Cap
Arcona in 1945, mistakenly believing it to be carrying fleeing members of the SS. He eventually made his way to London where he found
people too preoccupied with their own wartime experiences on the Home Front to be interested in what had happened to him. Now in his
eighties, Sam Pivnik tells for the first time the story of his life, a true tale of survival against the most extraordinary odds.
The author describes how her family escaped the Nazi destruction of the Polish Jewish community by pretending to be Christians and hiding
out with Catholic families
Memoirs of a Jew born in Warsaw in 1927 as Ruchama Rachel (Roma) Rotstein, to an Orthodox family. At an early stage of the German
occupation her father fled to the Soviet zone of occupation and eventually reached Eretz Israel. Roth, her mother, and her three siblings were
incarcerated in the Warsaw ghetto. Her siblings were deported in September 1942 and killed. Her mother then received a certificate for travel
to Palestine for the family, sent by the father, but she was deported in January 1943 and killed. During the ghetto uprising, Roth was caught
and deported to Majdanek. She was later transferred to Auschwitz, where she survived typhus fever, and then to Bergen-Belsen, where she
was liberated. After the war she joined her father in Eretz Israel.
Olga Lengyel tells, frankly and without compromise, one of the most horrifying stories of all time. This true, documented chronicle is the
intimate, day-to-day record of a beautiful woman who survived the nightmare of Auschwitz and Birkenau. This book is a necessary reminder
of one of the ugliest chapters in the history of human civilization. It was a shocking experience. It is a shocking book. “... Thank you for your
very frank, very well written book. You have done a real service by letting the ones who are now silent and most forgotten speak ...With best
regards and wishes, — A. Einstein.” “This book is a horrifying, but necessary, reminder of one of the ugliest chapters in the history of human
civilisation. Passionate, tormenting’”—New York Herald-Tribune “It is a picture of utter hell”—Saturday Review of Literature
Provides a chilling account of the experiments and scientific research performed on human subjects, primarily concentration camp inmates,
by Nazi physicians, based on previously unpublished photographs and documents used during the Nuremberg trials.
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Memoir of a Hungarian woman who was imprisoned for several years in the German concentration camp Auschwitz. This is the true,
documented chronicle of a beautiful woman who survived the nightmare horror of the worst death camp of them all. Olga Lengyel tells, frankly
and without compromise, one of the most horrifying stories of all time. This book is a necessary reminder of one of the ugliest chapters in the
history of human civilization. "You have done a real service by letting the ones who are now silent and most forgotten speak." - Albert Einstein
“This book is a horrifying, but necessary, reminder of one of the ugliest chapters in the history of human civilization.”—New York HeraldTribune “It is a picture of utter hell.”—Saturday Review of Literature

Written in Auschwitz itself and translated for the first time ever into English, this one-of-a-kind, minute-by-minute true
account is a crucial historical testament to a Holocaust survivor's fight for his life at the largest extermination camp in Nazi
Germany. "We know that there is only one ending to this, only one liberation from this barbed wire hell: death." -- Eddy de
Wind In 1943, amidst the start of German occupation, Eddy de Wind worked as a doctor at Westerbork, a Dutch transit
camp. His mother had been taken to this camp by Nazis but Eddy was assured by the Jewish Council she would be freed
in exchange for his labor. He later found out she'd already been transferred to Auschwitz. While at Westerbork, he fell in
love with a woman named Friedel and they married. One year later, they were transported to Auschwitz. Upon arrival,
Friedel and Eddy were separated -- Eddy forced to work as a medical assistant in one barrack, Friedel at the mercy of
Nazi experimentation in a nearby block. Sneaking moments with his beloved and communicating whenever they could,
Eddy longed for the day he could be free with Friedel . . . Written in the camp itself in the weeks following the Red Army's
liberation of the camp, Last Stop Auschwitz is the raw, true account of Eddy's experiences at Auschwitz. In stunningly
poetic prose, he provides unparalleled access to the horrors he faced in the concentration camp. Including photos from
Eddy's life before, during, and after the Holocaust, this poignant memoir is at once a moving love story, a detailed
portrayal of the atrocities of Auschwitz, and an intelligent consideration of the kind of behavior -- both good and evil -people are capable of. Never before published in English, this book is a vital and enduring document: a testament to the
strength of the human spirit, and a warning against the depths we can sink to when prejudice is given power.
Gripping and inspiring, these true stories of bravery, terror, and hope chronicle nine different children's experiences
during the Holocaust.These are the true-life accounts of nine Jewish boys and girls whose lives spiraled into danger and
fear as the Holocaust overtook Europe. In a time of great horror, these children each found a way to make it through the
nightmare of war. Some made daring escapes into the unknown, others disguised their true identities, and many
witnessed unimaginable horrors. But what they all shared was the unshakable belief in-- and hope for-- survival. Their
legacy of courage in the face of hatred will move you, captivate you, and, ultimately, inspire you.
Filip Müller came to Auschwitz with one of the earliest transports from Slovakia in April 1942 and began working in the
gassing installations and crematoria in May. He was stillPage
alive
when the gassings ceased in November 1944. He saw
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millions come and disappear; by sheer luck he survived. Müller is neither a historian nor a psychologist; he is a
source—one of the few prisoners who saw the Jewish people die and lived to tell about it. Eyewitness Auschwitz is one of
the key documents of the Holocaust.
Learn the Secrets of the Holocaust and the Blonde Beast! Do you want to know more about the Holocaust? Are you
fascinated by this dark chapter in human history? Do you find it hard to understand? If so, then Irma Grese: Secrets of
Irma and the Holocaust is the book you've been looking for. It gives you an overview of the Second World War, and
describes the experience of the Holocaust. You'll learn about Irma Grese, a female concentration camp guard who was
notorious for her cruelty and dedication to the Nazi party. Irma Grese: Secrets of Irma and the Holocaust is available for
Download Now. Because of her gender and youth, Irma Grese remains known today for her crimes against humanity in
the camps of Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen. Executed at 22 years old, she was the youngest woman to die under British
law in the 20th century. Irma Grese has gained notoriety as a villain in many diaries, journals, and creative works of
Holocaust survivors. She has been studied by historians, psychologists, and psychiatrists across the world. What could
cause someone to act as she did? After reading this book, you'll be able to decide for yourself.
Ignaz Maybaum (1897-1976) is widely recognized as one of the foremost Jewish theologians of the post-Holocaust era.
Although he is mentioned in most treatments of post-Holocaust Jewish theology, his works are out of print and are only
accessible to a small readership. Nicholas de Lange (who worked closely with Maybaum in his lifetime), has made a
representative selection from his writings, under various headings: Judaism in the Modern Age, Trialogue between Jew,
Christian, and Muslim, the Holocaust, and Zion. In an Introduction, he sets Maybaum's thoughts against the background
of their time, indicates their main lines, and assesses how much of them is still of value today.
Five Chimneys: A Woman Survivor’s True Story Of Auschwitz [Illustrated Edition]Pickle Partners Publishing
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